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It has been known for some time that the trapezoidal rule Tnf = @(O) + 
f(1) + *.. + f(n - 1) + &f(n) is the best quadrature formula in the sense 
of Sard for the space WI+‘, all functions such that f’ EL”. In other words, the 
norm of the error functional Ef = s: f(x) dx - Cz=, A&k) in W’+ is uniquely 
minimized by the trapezoidal sum, This paper deals with quadrature formulas 
of the form &, C Z~J c&(z)(k) where J is some subset of {O, l,..., m - 1). For 
certain index sets J we identify the best quadrature formula for the space W”@, 
all functions such that f’“’ EL’. As a result, we show that the Euler-Maclaurin 
quadrature formula 
‘f-f + c B,, (f”u-l’(o) _ f’~-“(~)) 
o<q<m (24 
is the best quadrature formula of the above form with J = {0, 1, 3,..., <m - l} 
for the space W ++‘,p, roviding m is an odd integer. 
It has been known for some time that the trapezoidal rule 
ion f(x) dx = Tnf - jon $b)f ‘(4 dx, 
Tnf = PffO> +fu> + **- i-f@ - 1) + &f(4* 
is a best quadrature formula in the sense of Sard for the space 
w1p2 = {f : f absolutely continuous, f’ eL2[0, n]} 
[7’J. In other words, the norm of the error functional 
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in WJ is uniquely minimized by the trapezoidal sum (1). This result was 
extended to all D-spaces, 1 < p < a, 
Wl*P = {f : f absolutely continuous, f ’ ELP[O, n]}, 
in the book of Krylov [4]. 
The trapezoidal rule is a special case of the Euler-Maclaurin quadrature 
formula 
s onf(x) dx = Tnf + c 2% (f (zY-ly()) - p-“(4) 0<2u.+ PY
+ (--lP s n B,(x) y@‘(x) dx. m! o 
(2) 
In [8], Schoenberg showed that the Euler-Maclaurin formula is the best 
quadrature formula in the sense of Sard amongst all quadrature formulas 
of the form 
lonf (x) dx = go hk f (k) + ;/if ‘“‘(0) + 1 &f ci’(n) + jon M(x)f’m’(x) dx, 
i0.S (3) 
for the space 
WmJ = { f : f fin-l) absolutely continuous, fcna) E L2[0, n]} 
where S is the set of integers given by S = (0, 1, 3,..., < m - l}. Recently, 
Lipow [5] further extended this result to certain intermediate quadrature 
formulas. However, he does not develop any expression for these intermediate 
formulas. 
A unifying theme behind the above results is the following principle. If 
we compound two best rules we again obtain a best rule. This, of course, is 
not universally true. However, for the Euler-Maclaurin and generally for the 
intermediate rules in [5], this is the case. 
In this paper we begin with the simplest type of quadrature formula, one 
with only two nodes at the ends of the interval of integration. Among such 
formulas, we characterize those which have the property that compounding 
the best rule for the Sobolev space 
Wm9P = {f : f (m-l) absolutely continuous, f fin) ELP[O, n]} 
yields again a best rule for Wmp*. 
Our approach extends those results mentioned above in two ways. First, 
we are not restricted to the L2-theory of Sard as developed in [g]; second, we 
enlarge the class of quadrature formulas in which the intermediate quadrature 
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formulas of [5] are best. This latter fact may be of use in the study of optimal 
(variable nodes) quadrature formulas (cf. [8]). We show that the explicit 
construction of these best quadrature formulas for any WmJ’ requires the 
solution of a best approximation problem in D’[O, n], formulated in terms of 
Bernoulli polynomials. In the case p = 2, this problem can be solved and so 
we can explicitly construct the intermediate rules of [5]. 
As a result of our analysis we show that the Euler-Maclaurin quadrature 
formula is the best quadrature formula of the form 
for all the spaces W nl,P, 1 <p < co, providing m is an odd integer. Thus we 
merge the results of Krylov and Schoenberg mentioned above. 
Section 1 contains a discussion of the best two-point quadrature formulas 
in Wm*a. In Section 2 we study best quadrature formulas of the form (4) 
for the space W”J’. 
1. TWO-POINT QUADRATURE FORMULAS 
Let m 3 1 and I be some subset of the integers (0, I,..., m - l}. Assume 
that I has at least n/2 elements, that is, 2K > n, where 
k= (II (I I 1 = cardinality of I), 
and suppose there exists a two-point quadrature formula of the form 
s o1 j(x) dx = ; &fcz)(0) + 1 &f’z’(lh &I (5) 
which is exact for f E z-+, , polynomials of degree < m - 1. Following [8], 
we characterize the error functional, E(f), of such quadrature formulas. 
Since (5) is exact for polynomials of degree < m - 1, Peano’s theorem 
tells us that the error can be represented in the form 




p(t) = m(- 1)” E,((x - t)y-l) = m&((t - x)y-l), 
(x _ q1= 1; - V-l, 
(7) 
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Evaluating (7) by means of the quadrature formula we see that p(t) is a poly- 
nomial of degree m with leading coefficient one, 
p(t) = t” + %-l(t). (8) 
Moreover, one can verify that p(t) satisfies the boundary conditions 
pc~-l-i'(O)=pcm-l-i)(l) =o, i E I’, (9) 
(I’ = complement of I). 
Conversely, given any poIynomia1 (8) which satisfies (9) we can use the 
integration-by-parts formula 
I 
‘~(x)f(~‘(x) dx = [p(~)f”‘+~‘(~) - f(x)f”=“‘(x) + ..a 
0 
+ (-l)“-‘p’“-“(x)f(x)]~ + (-I)” m! 
s o1f(x~ dx (10) 
to conclude that the two-point quadrature rule 
(11) 
A, = (-l)y--lp(~-l--y)(0)/m!, B, = (--l)~~(m-l-u)(l)/m! (12) 
is exact forf E T,,+~ . Th us we see that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between polynomials of the form (8) which satisfies (9) and two-point 
quadrature formulas of the form (5) which are exact for f~ “m-I . This 
correspondence is given by Eqs. (6), (1 l), and (12). 
Let us denote the class of all polynomials p(t) of the form (8) which satisfy 
(9) by A = A(I), 
A(I) = {p: p(t) = t” + s(t); s E “m-l , p(m-yo) = p(l”-l-i’(l) = 0, i EI’}. 
(13) 
Thus a best quadrature formula for the space Wm9P’ corresponds to a poly- 
nomial Q E A which has the smallest D-norm (p and p’ are conjugate), 
min (f’ I PW’d~)l” = (Jo1 I dW’d~)l” = II ~7 119 . 
PEA(I) 0 
(14) 
When 1 <p < co, the solution to this problem is unique. There is also a 
unique solution in the case p = 1 or co providing that the linear manifold 
B(I) = {Q: Q E ,a~~-, , Q”‘-l-v)(0) = Q’“-‘-“‘(l) = 0, v E I’} (15) 
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is a Haar space of dimension r = 2k - m. Equivalently, 
Q’“-‘-“‘(O) = QWl-d(l) = 0, VEI’ 
Q(xl) = -.-Q(xr) = 0 
(16) 
is m-poised for 0 < x1 < *.* < x, < 1. In [9], (16) is referred to as a quasi- 
Hermite interpolation problem. 
We may express the condition that B(Z) be a Haar space in terms of the 
Polya numbers 44, of the quasi-Hermite problem (16). The Polya numbers 
M, for (16) are defined to be the sum 
M,=m,+*~~$m,, v = 0, I,..., m - 1, 
where m,, equals the number of points at which the vth derivative of the 
function Q is set equal to zero in (16). 
In [9] it is shown that (16) is m-poised if and only if M, 3 v + 1, 
v = 0, I,..., m - 1. Let us express this condition directly in terms of the 
index set I. Set I = {il , i2 ,..., ik} and denote the complementary indices by 
I’ = {ill, &‘,... , i;ek}. Th e P ly o a numbers for (16) are given by 
M&-, = *..=M+,=r+2v-2, v = l,..., m-k+l, 
where 
jy = m - 1 - i&--k+l--v , v = I,..., m - k, 
and 
j, = 0, jm-k+l = m. 
Thus the condition that M, 2 v + 1, v = 0, l,..., m - 1, takes the form 
i”’ > 2v - 1, v = l,..., m - k. Another way of expressing this condition 
is that 
iv < 2v - 2, v = I,..., k. (17) 
If we choose v = 1 we see that (17) . pl rm ies 0 E I. Generally, we have that 
(17) is equivalent to the fact that 
m 1,-v 2v - 2) f-l I ( > v, v = 1, 2 ,..., k. (18) 
This is the necessary and sufficient condition on I which insures that 
B(f) is a Haar space of dimension 2k - m. Let us also point out that the 
condition (18) has another important consequence. We have thus far ignored 
the question of the existence of a quadrature formula of the form (5) which 
is exact for polynomials of degree m - 1. Clearly, if the quasi-Hermite 
interpolation problem 
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is 2k-poised then for any m < 2k there exists a quadrature formula of the 
form (5) which is exact for polynomials of degree m - 1. In fact, this condi- 
tion is necessary and sufficient for the existence for all m < 2k of such 
quadrature formula (see [6]). Since for r = 0, (16) reduces to the above 
interpolation problem, we see that (18) also guarantees the existence of the 
desired quadrature formulas. We assume that (18) holds and continue to 
examine the minimum problem (14). 
Let a(x) be the unique solution of the minimum problem (14). We conclude 
by uniqueness that the following symmetry property 
4(x) = (-1)” au - 4 (1% 
holds. Furthermore, we shall show that q(x) has precisely 2k - m distinct 
zeros in (0, 1). For instance, if we took I = (0, l,..., m - l} and p = 2, then 
P(X) is just the mth degree Legendre polynomial. 
To prove this fact in general, recall that for 1 <p < co, 4 is uniquely 
determined by the orthogonality condition 
s o1 1 p(x)lp-l sgn Q(X) s(x) dx = 0, s E B(I). (20) 
Since B(I) is a Haar space it follows that Q(X) has at least 2k - m distinct 
zeros. In the case p = co we appeal to the Chebyshev equioscillation theorem 
to arrive at the same conclusion. 
To see that Q has no more than Y zeros we apply an extension of the 
Fourier-Budan lemma which appears in [3]. Namely, if Z(#(O, 1)) denotes 
the number of zeros of 4 in (0, 1) (counting multiplicities) and S+(a, ,..,, al) 
denotes the maximum number of sign changes in the numbers a, ,..., al 
where any zero element can be assigned an arbitrary sign then 
z(q; (0, 1)) < m - S+(q(O), - q’(O),..., C-1)” 4YO)) - S+W),..., PW)). 
However, since Q satisfies the boundary conditions given in (9) we have 
Thus 
S+(q(O), --q’(O),..., (-1)” @m)(0)) 3 m - k, 
S+(q(l), q’(1) ,..., +“)(I)) > m - k. 
Z(q; (0, 1)) < m - 2(m - k) = 2k - m. 
We summarize our previous remarks in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let I be any subset of the integers (0, I,..., m - l} such that 
HO, l,..., 2~ - 2) n I j 2 V, v = l,..., k, k=lIl. 
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There exists for each p, 1 < p < co a unique best two-point quadrature formula 
for W”*P’ of the form 
s O1f(x)dx=~A,f~“‘o)+~&f~z’(~)+~~lP(x)f’”’(x)dx~ 
&I 0 
It is given by the polynomial q(x) in A(I) which has the smallest P-norm 
and the relations (11) and (12) wherep = Q. q(x) has exactly 2k - m distinct 
zeros in (0, 1) and also satisfies the equations 
S+(q(O), --g’(O),..., (-1)” cI(~)(O)) = m - k, 
q(x) = (- 1)” Q(I - x). 
(21) 
To proceed further we restrict ourselves to an index set J which has the 
property that 
J2 S = (0, 1, 3, 5 ,..., < m - l}. (22) 
Observe that a set J satisfying (22) also fulfills the hypothesis of Theorem 1. 
Thus the linear manifold 
B(J)={s:sErr,-1, SCm-l-i)(O) = s(WL-l-i)( 1) = 0, i E J’} 
is a Haar space. 
For this choice of an index set we can give a simple description of the 
space B(J). Our next objective is to give this description by constructing a 
basis for B(J). This will enable us to simplify the minimum problem which 
characterizes the best two-point quadrature formula for WmJ’. Since the 
basis for B(J) involves Euler and Bernoulli polynomials, we briefly digress 
to review some of their properties. 
Recall that a sequence of functions pa(x), p,(x), pa(x),..., are called Appell 
polynomials provided that they satisfy the difference-differential equation 
PO(X) = 1, PnW = Pn-l(X), n = 1, 2,.... (23) 
We can write these polynomials in the form 
(24) 
Equivalently, we can define P,(X) by means of a generating function of the 
form 
F(z) exz = i. PTA4 xn, (25) 
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where 
F(4 =fop+, F(O) = 1. 
Since the solution of the minimum problem that we are studying has the 
symmetry property (19), let us impose the further restriction 
P,(X) = (-l)“P,(l - x) (26) 
on the sequence of Appell polynomials. This leads to the following condition 
on the generating function. 
F(-z) =F(z) en. (27) 
From (27) we obtain F’(0) = -$ and so $J, = -3. Clearly, (27) also implies 
that F(z) cannot be either an even or odd function of its argument. Never- 
theless, we can find a generating function F(z) which, modulo its linear 
term, has this property. This additional requirement leads to two classical 
sequences of Appell polynomials. 
First, let us require that F(z) - 1 + 4.z is an even function, that is, 
F( -z) = F(z) + x. (28) 
Alternatively, the following initial conditions hold, p, = p, = p, = *** = 0. 
Substituting (28) into (27) gives 
This is the generating function for the Bernoulli polynomials and so 
p,(x) = y. 
Thus the Bernoulli polynomials are uniquely defined by the relations 
B,(x) = 1, B,‘(x) = a-,(4, n = 1, 2,..., (29) 
B,(x) = (- 1)” B,( 1 - x), (30) 
B,(O) = 0, n = 3, 5,.... (31) 
The Bernoulli number B, is defined to be the value of the Bernoulli poly- 
nomial B,(x) at x = 0. 
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In the other case we demand that F(z) - 1 + $z is an odd function. This 
is equivalent to either the equation 
F(-23) + F(z) = 2 
or initial conditions 
p, =p, =p, = *a. =o. 
Solving for F(z) we see that 
the generating functions for the Euler polynomials, E,(x). Thus in this case 
p,(x) = y. 
The Euler polynomials are uniquely determined by the relations 
J%(x) = 1, -K’(x) = nJL(x), n = 1, 2,..., 
E,(x) = (- 1)” E,( 1 - x), 
J%(O) = 0, n = 2, 4, 6 ,.... 
LEMMA 1. 
&--y’(()) = _ (n 22j)! Sij 






Proof. When i <j the first equation is obviously 
make use of (29) to show that 
true. If i > j we can 
Since Br = -4 and B,,, = 0 for j positive, (35) easily follows. The second 
equation is verified by an identical argument and so we omit it. 
Let us denote the set (0) u S’ by T. 
THEOREM 2. Let J be any subset of the integers (0, I,..., m - I> which 
contains the set S = (0, 1, 3 ,..., < m - I}. Denote by B(J) the Haur space of 
all polynomials s of degree < m - 1 which satisfr 
sh-l--iy())=s(m-l-iyl) =o, iEy. 
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When m is an even integer, B(J) is s p anned by the set of functions 
(1) u VL,; ie JnS’}u{E,+i;iE Jn T}, (37) 
while for m odd, B(J) is spanned by 
{B,-,; i E J n A”} u {Em+i; i E J n 2”). (38) 
Proof. Let us first make sure that polynomials appearing in (37) and 
(38) are all in B(J). To show that E,,+ E B(J) when i E J n T we must 
verify that Er-;y;j)(Oi’(o> = 0, i E J n T, j E J’. Since J n T and J’ are disjoint 
sets this fact clearly follows from Lemma 1. Similarly, B,-$ E B(J) for 
i E J n 5”. What about 1 ? This function is not always in B(J). However, 
when m is even, m - 1 E J thus insuring that m - 1 - i > 0 for i E J’. 
Thus 1 E B( J) when m is even. 
To finish the proof we just have to make sure we have enough functions in 
(37) or (38) to span B(J). The dimension of B(J) is given by 
dimB(J)=21 J\-m=21 JnS’]+2]SI--m 
-2/JnS’I+2[$-l-m+2 
I 
21 JnS’I +2, m even 
= 2lJnS’I+l, m odd. 
This is precisely the number of functions that we have in (37) and (38). 
Let us note an interesting property of the Bernoulli and Euler polynomials 
which follows from Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 1. Let {I+ ,..., vl} be any set of positive integers. Each of the 
following set of functions form a Haar system on the indicated interval. 
Proof. We will prove that (2) and (4) are Haar systems. The other two 
assertations follow by a similar argument. 
The following general fact is clearly valid. If M is a Haar space of dimension 
2r on (0, 1) then M = {p: p E M, p(x) = -p( 1 - x)> is a Haar subspace of 
dimension r on (0, 3). Thus for m even, Theorems 1 and 2 tell us that (4) 
is valid. Using Rolle’s theorem, (32) and (4) the second claim follows easily. 
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Remark 1. For vg = k, k = l,..., Z, the assertions (1) and (3) appear in 
[IO] while (2) and (4) are in [l]. 
Combining Theorems 1 and 2 we are now ready to give our characteriza- 
tion of the best two point quadrature formula in Wrnyp for an index set / 
which satisfies (22). 
THEOREM 3. Let J be any subset of (0, 1, 2,..., m - l} which contains the 
set S={O, 1,3 ,..., < m - l}. Let 
q =a0 + c aiLi +B, 
iHITS 
be the unique minimum of the expression 
II CO + C CiBm-i + Bm 7 il l<p<oo. isJnS’ 9 
Then the unique best two point quadrature formula of the form 
s olf(x)dx = ;$&f(‘)(O) + c B,fYl), f Erm-1 iaJ 
for the space Wn21P’ is given by 
s 




(f ‘YO) + f ‘Yl)) (39) 
+ (-1)” 
f 
’ q(x) f fm)(x) dx. 
m! o 
2. BEST COMPOUND RULES FOR Wm*p 
In this section we will study quadrature formulas of the following type 
s onf(x) dx = t c c,,f(Yk), f ET,-1. k=O ZEI w 
This is the general form of the quadrature rule obtained by compounding 
the two-point formula given by (5). Let us first characterize the Peano kernel 
for such quadrature formulas. 
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Given the quadrature formula (40), the error functional can be expressed 
in the form 
E(f) = y j’ M(x)f’“‘(x) dx, 
* 0 
where 
M(t) = m(- 1)” E&X - t)T-1) = mE,((t - X):-r). (41) 
Using the quadrature rule we see that M(t) is a polynomial of degree m with 
leading coefficient one in each of the intervals, (0, I), (1,2),..., (n - 1, n), 
M(x) = xm + %2-l(X), x E [v, v + 11, v = 0, l,...) n - 1. (42) 
Observe that the pieces of M are joined together so that 
M'm-l-i'@+) = M'm-1-i'(k-), K=l,..., n-l, iE;l’. (43) 
Furthermore, M(x) satisfies the boundary conditions. 
MM-l-i’(O) = M’“-l-i’(n) = 0, i E I’. (44 
Every function satisfying (42) and (43) can be written in the following form 
n-1 
M(x) = xm + n-m-,(x) + 1 c (--1)‘-l (m -“;“- l)! (x - %?-‘, 
k=l loI 
(45) 
where in this representation, 
ckl = M’“-l-Z’(k+) _ M’“-l-Z’@-), 1 E I. (46) 
The function M(t) is called a monospline of degree m. 
Conversely, given any monospline (45) which satisfies the boundary 
conditions in (44) we can apply the integrating-by-parts formula (10) on 
each of the intervals (v, v + l), v = 0, I,..., n - 1 to demonstrate that 
I omf(x) dx= j. g wY4 + q 1” M(x) f’“‘(x> dx. (47) . 0 
Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between monosplines (45) which 
satisfies (44) and quadrature formulas (40). Let us denote by M(I; [0, n]) 
all monosplines (45) which satisfy the boundary conditions (44). Therefore 
the best quadrature formula of the form (40) for the space Wm.” corresponds 
by means of (45) and (47) to the monospline K E M(I; [0, n]) which has the 
smallest D-norm. 
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Clearly, an element of M(I; [0, n]) can be constructed by piecing together 
any member p of A(I) in the following way, 
qt> = P@ - 4 tcz [by + 11, Y = 0, 1 ,...) n - 1. 
Denote the periodic extension of period one of the function P(X) defined 
for x E [0, l] by j?(x). Th en we may express the above equation by simply 
writing M(x) = j(x), x E [0, n]. Thus, if p E A(I), then p E M(I; [0, n]). 
However, every member of M(I; [0, n 1) cannot be constructed in this fashion. 
We will show that a characteristic property of the index set J is that an 
element of M( J; [0, n]) o smallest LP-norm can be obtained by piecing f 
together n copies of the polynomial 4 E A(J) of minimum L”-norm given in 
Theorem 3. 
Before we prove this we need the following further property of q(x). 
LEMMA 2. Let J be any subset of (0, 1,. .., m - I} which contains the set 
S={O,1,3 ,..., < m - I}. If 1 < p < co then q(x) is the unique polynomial 
with minimum LB-norm amongst all polynomials of the form 
P(X) = x” + %z-l(X) 
which satisfy 
pcm-l-i,(O) =pcm-l-i,(l), iEJ’. (48) 
Proof. Denote the element of minimum norm which satisfies (48) by 
r(x). Since 1 < p < co, r(x) is unique and thus satisfies the equation 
T(X) = (-1)” r(1 - x). 
Therefore we have 
+n-1-y)) = (-l)iflrh-l-i)(l), i = 0, l,..., m - 1. 
But any i E J’ is an even integer, thus 
+n-l-i,(O) = -r(m-l-iyl), iEJI. 
Combining this equation with (48) we conclude that 
,cm-l-r,(0)=,cm-l-i,(l) =o, iEJI. 
This proves that r = q. 
Remark 2. Lemma 2 implies that 
s l I 4WP1 sgn a(4 44 = 0 0 
(49) 
for all s E T,,+,~ which satisfy the periodic boundary conditions (48). 
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THEOREM 4. Let q 6e the polynomial of minimum L”-norm in ‘4(J), 
1 \<p < co, then 
II !7 119 d II Mll, (50) 
for all ME M( J; [0, n]). 
Remark 3. When 1 <p < 00, q is the unique element of M( J, [0, n]) 
with smallest L*-norm. We leave the question of uniqueness open in the 
case p = 1 or co. 
Proof. To prove the theorem we must show for 1 <p < co that 
s on 1 q(x)lpl sgn q(x) s(x) dx = 0 (51) 
for all piecewise polynomials s(x) of degree < m - 1 which satisfy 
S(~-l-i)(0)=S(m-l-~)(n) =(), iEJ 
and 
sW+l-i,(k+) = s(m-l-i)(k-), k = I,..., n- 1, ie J’. 
(52) 
(53) 
We proceed to verify the above orthogonality condition, 
I :I 4cw1 SfF B(x) 44 dx 
= zl I”1 1 q(x - k)lp-l sgn(q(x - k)) s(x) dx (54) 
Each summand of (54) has the form si 1 q(x)[“-l sgn q(x) w(x) dx for some 
w E T7&-l - To evaluate this expression, we expand TJ in terms of Bernoulli 
polynomials. 
Define 
-GM = Jo1 44 h, 
L,(w) = (&-l)(l) - v(+l)(0))/(i - l)!, i = 1,2,.... 
Then it is easy to check from (29), (30) and (31) that 
L,(B,) = 6ij . 
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Thus, we may express v in the form 
* = i&L-i(*) &n-i + Q, 
where Q is a polynomial of degree < m - 1 which satisfies 
Qtm-l-i)(()> =QCm-l-i)(l), iEJ’. 
Using (49) we see that 
f o1 I 4(x)P1 sgn 4(x) 44 dx 
= i;, (*(m-l-i)(l) - zP-~-~)(O)) jol 1 4(x)/p-l sgn Q(X) Bmmi(x) dx. 
Applying this formula to (54) gives 
s ,” 1 q(x)lp-l sgn Q(X) s(x) dx 
n-1 




z. (sh-l-i)((h + I)-) - SCm-l-i)(h+)) 
is a telescoping sum whose value is ~(“-l-~)(n) - s(+-*J(O). However, from 
(52) this difference vanishes for any i E J’. Thus Equation (51) is verified 
and the proof is complete. 
An immediate corollary of Theorem 4 is the following result. 
COROLLARY 3. Let J be any subset of (0, 1, 2,..., < m - l} which contains 
the set S = (0, 1, 3 ,..., < m - I}. Let 
4(x) = a0 + c aiBmei + B, 
ieJflS 
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be the unique minimum of 
/I 




Then a best quadrature formula of the form 
s ,“f(x) dx = -f c ~kzf(~)(k), f c nvs-1 
k=O ZEJ 
for the space Wrn3p is given by compounding formula (39), that is, 
c 
o<zi<nz 
P;)(O) (ftzi-i)(o) _ f W-l)(n)) 
C-1)” T, f (ai) + ml 1” q(x) f (m)(x) dx. 
(55) 
- 0 
We now consider several examples of this corollary. 
EXAMPLE 1. 1 <p < co, J = S = (0, 1, 3 ,..., < m - l}. The poly- 
nomial of least L”-norm in A(S) is given by q(x) = B,(x) + cD , where c, 
is determined by 
When m is odd cz, = 0, since Bm(x) is antisymmetric about x = i. Substituting 
the easily verified relations 
Bp-2i)(0) = $, Bzi 
&‘@‘(()) = _ + 
into (55) we see that the Euler-Maclaurin quadrature formula 
s on f (4 dx = Tnf + o<2i~m & (f czi-lYo) - f (2i-1Y4) C 
+ (- 1)” Jon B,(x) f (“j(x) dx 
is the best quadrature formula of the form 
IOn f (x) dx = z. ,5;, cuf cz’(4 + j-am M(x)f (“+) dx, 
for the space Wm9p. 
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In the case that m is an even integer, the best quadrature formula has the 
form 
s onf(4 dx = Tnf + c B,i (f czi-l,(()) -f (zi-lyn)) o<zz<m w 
+ (Bm + 4 
m! 
(f (m-ye) - f (m-l)(n)) 
+ $ IO1 (B,(x) + 4f’“W dx. 
The following values of c, can be easily computed when m is even, 
cl = --B&l) = (1 - &) Bm 
c.2 = 0 
cm = +&n(O) + &n(Q)) = -l/2,$, . 
EXAMPLE 2. p = 2, J = (0, I,2 ,..., 1} u (0, 1, 3 ,..., < m - l}. This case 
corresponds to the intermediate rules of [5]. For I = 0, we obtain from 
Example 1 the Euler-Maclaurin rule. In general to identify the best rule we 
must again find the polynomial q(x) defined in Corollary 3. q(x) is given by 
the following relations 
~(4 = %(x) - c &n-z&h 
O<Zi(l 
where the coefficients of q are determined by the equations 
The inner product si B,(x) B,(x) d x can be evaluated explicitly and is 
given by 
s ‘B,(x) B,(x) dx = (-(r;ln;;n! B,+, , m,n>O 0 
and 
s 
’ B,(x) dx = a,, , 
0 
cf. [2]. 
Thus, for example, when 2 = 2 we have 
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and so 
m(m - 1) B2m--2 
dx) = B&) - (zrn _ 2) (zrn _ 3) Bsrnm4 B+dx)’ 
This equation with (55) determines the best rule. 
Note that even for I = 1 we see that the Euler-Maclaurin quadrature 
formula is again the best rule. For this reason, it is conjectured that the Euler- 
Maclaurin quadrature formula is still best even if variable nodes are allowed 
#31)! 
The extreme value of I = m - 1, that is J = (0, 1,2, 3 ,..., m - I} cor- 
responds to the compound Hermite quadrature formula. Q(X) in this case is 
just the normalized Legendre polynomial for the interval [0, 11. 
44 = & -& (ex - 1)“). 
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